
 

Pneumatic pump  SPP-DC               P 

 

 

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION FOR RSS 25 PASSIVE SKIMMERS 

 

How it works: 
The pneumatic pump model SPP-DC is especially designed for Leachate pumping, oil recovery, High viscosity 
products or for all applications where the liquid is charged with high % of particules. 
This SPP-DC required an external controller to control the air cycling ON and OFF to regulate the pump. The Surface 
controller is entirely pneumatic (No electricity) and automatic. Its internal bubbler allows to stop the pump when 
the water limit is below a certain point and starts again when the water comes again. 

 

Material: 
 
304 or 316 SS Casing, Foot valve in HDPE, 304 SS Inlet screen, Top Non Return valve in304 SS, SS Barbs for AIR in 
and Discharge. The SPP-DC also exists in TOP loading version for LNAPL recovery. 

The compressed air is arriving into the pump throughout the 
External Surface Controller. 

Surface controller is equipped with 2 Timers ON and OFF than 
you can adjust flow rate at the surface. 

Timer On: Air pressure line is open, and enters inside the 

pump to push the liquid throughout the discharge line until the 
Top check valve. 

Timer OFF: Switch off the air compressed. Air pressure is 

exhausted, the pump returns to the atmospheric pressure 
which allows to the liquid to enter in the pump throughout the 
bottom valve. 

Bubbler: Small air line which is installed outside the pump 

and regulates cycle when the liquid is below the pumping limit 
and restarts it when the liquid comes back. This system can be 
by-pass if not required 
  

Advantages : 
 

 No depth limit (air pressure up to 8 bars) 

 Simple to use and to install, 

 can be used with all model of SPP pump,     
  From 2’’ to 4 ‘’ models, 

 For High pressure (up to 8 bars) few  modifications must 
be done. 
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